Developer Seeks Demolition of Contributing Structure in FMC HD

A DEVELOPER, ON POINT CUSTOM HOMES, BOUGHT THE PROPERTY AT 606 COLQUITT, a Contributing Structure inside the First
Montrose Commons Historic District. This property had been advertised by the listing real estate agent as “for land value
only – bring your builder!” even though it is a protected contributing structure. Thus, anyone purchasing this property
ought to have known that demolition is prohibited under the Historic Preservation Ordinance. Surely a company that
builds custom homes would check restrictions before purchasing a property – right? [see also page 5.]
Now this developer petitions the Houston Historical and Archeological Commission for a certificate to demolish this
1920’s bungalow on the grounds of compelling and unusual economic hardship—based on “deferred maintenance” by
the previous owner that has resulted in the need for many costly repairs to the structure. They contend that it is not
economically feasible to rehabilitate the property and make a profit. Why, then did they buy it in the first place? There
is no shortage of available vacant lots within the inner urban area. No one compelled them to purchase this liability.
What would it mean for the First Montrose Commons Historic District if HAHC grants this developer’s petition? We would
lose forever one of 142 contributing structures. No “in-keeping” type of building can ever replace the original 1920’s
bungalow that currently exits — nor does the developer seem to have any interest whatever in preserving the existing
structure. Rather, a much larger modern structure would be built on this lot – to maximize the profit potential for this
short-term developer. But more importantly than the consequences to FMC, the granting of this petition would send a
clear message to real estate brokers and developers everywhere that it is OK to target homes in need of repair and buy the
previous owner’s liability for not properly maintaining them in accordance with the Historic Preservation Ordinance. The
developer is allowed to demolish these properties, and build a high-profit replacement; no one pays the fines for ignoring
the requirement to maintain the historic structure; and everybody wins! Everybody except, of course, those who spent tens
and hundreds of thousands of dollars to comply with the Ordinance – those who worked countless hours to achieve Historic
District Protection throughout the City. They all lose – and so, too, does the City – for not enforcing its own regulations.

NO!

W E MUST NOT P ERMIT THIS DEVELOP ER TO DEMOLISH THIS HOUSE — TO GET A FREE PASS FRO M TH E OBLIGAWe must demand that HAHC and the City of Houston
stand firm and enforce the Historic Preservation Ordinance. We must not allow unscrupulous real estate
brokers and developers to circumvent the clear intention of City Council to preserve our few cherished Historic Districts.
TIONS UN DER WHICH TH E REST OF US MUST OP ERATE .
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We must attend the HAHC meeting Thursday, March 21, 2012 at 3:00 pm in the City Council Chamber of the
City Hall Annex at 910 Bagby Street* and loudly and clearly tell the Commissioners that we will not sit quietly
by and permit the destruction of our neighborhoods for the sake of profit by a developer.

COMMISSIONERS – ENFORCE THE HISTORIC PRESERVATION ORDINANCE!
*Parking is available under the Annex Building (Walker Street driveway) or across the street at the Hobby Center.

F EBRUARY FMC MEETING H IGHLIGHTS

J

F EBRUARY FMC MEETING TO
ORDER AND INTRODUCED CM ELLEN C OHEN , who

ASON CALLED THE

stopped in to visit us and remind us of the upcoming
District C Capital Improvements Projects meeting at the
West Gray Multiservice Center. CM Cohen reassured members that the neighborhood street reconstruction project for
FMC is still on track, thanks to the working relationship between FMC ’s Board, her office, and Public Works and Engineering. Steve Longmire updated CM Cohen about the proposed demolition of 606 Colquitt and the neighborhood’s
opposition to it.
Jason raised the recurring issue of property crimes within
the neighborhood, and reminded attendees to be mindful
not to leave items of value in plain sight – whether in your
car or on your property. There are large numbers of folks
walking in and around our neighborhood, but not all are
walking for health or recreation. A small number are scouting for opportunities to make a quick dollar from your unguarded property.
Next, Jason introduced Mr. Joe Rouse, an attorney hired by
the FMC Board to research the original title to the land now
occupied by HSPVA . Two deeds from the property’s developers were located: J. W. Link and his wife owned the property
from 1899 until they sold it in 1910 to the Houston Land
Corporation, the development company run by Mr. Link to
develop the new Montrose Addition. The property was then
conveyed to the City of Houston in 1912 (when the Montrose
Addition was actually platted). There were no restrictions in
this deed.

Mr. Rouse spoke with Gary Hansel, Director of Real Estate
for HISD. Mr. Hansel told him that property owned by the
City of Houston when HISD was created by the State Legislature in 1923 would have passed to HISD as a result of the
Act, and there would have been no deed or transfer involved.
Prior to this review of the HSPVA property title history, Jason
reported that it is the opinion of the City Attorney’s Office
that the property absolutely falls within the scope of the
Historic Preservation Ordinance, and that if ever sold,
would have to comply with its terms at that time. In an interview with the Houston Chronicle Terry Grier, Superintendent of HISD voiced his support for maintaining a school
at this site—in particular a performing arts magnet middle
school. There was widespread support for this notion among
the FMC members present.
Members were reminded that there will be no meeting in
April; instead we will have a street party – April Foolishness
– with a Mad Hatter theme. This will be April 9 th in the 700
block of West Main, as HSPVA has no performances on its
calendar that week.
Tom McBrayer reminded members of the CIP meeting on
April 2 at 1206 State Street. It will provide an opportunity
for citizens to meet and talk with their local police officers
and officials. HPD has begun bicycle police patrols in the
area, including FMC . Wave to them!
The meeting adjourned at 7:55pm and members retired to
Chapultepec Restaurant on Richmond Avenue for drinks,
dining and conversation.

next meeting

7:00 pm March 19
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City Seeks Funding for FMC CIP

Proper Parking
Construction May
Protocol

Begin Within the
Year

T

HE LONG ANTICIPATED RECONSTRUCTION OF
STREETS AND SIDEWALKS WITHIN FIRST
MONTROSE COMMONS moves one step closer to

becoming a reality. Board Members learned from this
month’s District C CIP Meeting our project is now
considered nearly “shovel ready” and PWE officials are
seeking funding to begin construction as early as FY 2014
(which begins June 1).

Construction will necessarily involve significant disruptions
of traffic and parking throughout the neighborhood, but the
results will be well worth the temporary inconveniences. We
will emerge with new concrete roadways and sidewalks, and
effective drainage of storm water. Every effort will be made
to protect our existing street trees throughout the process.

RESIDENTS ARE REMIN DED that the
primary purpose of our streets is to
move traffic and provide emergency
access in the neighborhood . They are not parking lots. As
crews begin reconstructing storm drains and roadbeds, the
number of available street parking slots will certainly
become very limited. Please observe all parking regulations
to avoid ticketing or towing of your vehicle, and be aware
that new NO PARKING ZONES will be posted as
construction begins and progresses later this year.

It is NEVER permitted to park blocking a driveway or
sidewalk (even your own). Likewise, it is NEVER
permitted to park blocking a crosswalk or handicap
access ramp, or fire hydrant. It is not permitted to
leave a vehicle parked on the street without moving it
at least once each 24 hours. And, it is NEVER permitted
to park a vehicle facing opposing traffic.

2013 FMC Membership Drive Now in Progress
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Advertise Your Business in one of Houston’s Most Unique Neighborhoods

Commercial Memberships
Support First Montrose Commons
FIRST MONTROSE COMMONS is a 31-block historic
neighborhood located half-way between downtown and the
Texas Medical Center. It is home to a highly diverse and educated population of folks fiercely dedicated to preserving its
unique walkable, neighborly character. Our newsletter, On
Common Ground, is published ten times per year and hand
delivered to more than 400 households. It is the perfect venue
for you to promote your goods and services to an affluent and
educated clientele.
We offer Commercial Memberships in First Montrose Commons
each year in one of three different levels: Silver, Gold and
Platinum – explained below.
Silver Commercial Membership: C OST : $50.00 per year. B ENEFITS:
A single paragraph introduction the first month of your membership, and a 3-line listing of your business on the back page
in the Uncommon Friends directory each month thereafter.
Gold Commercial Membership: C OST: $100 per year. B ENEFITS: An
introductory paragraph the first month of membership and a
standard business card sized ad to run in each of the ten issues
following your acceptance.
Platinum Commercial Membership: C OST: $200 per year. B ENEFITS:
An introductory paragraph the first month of your membership, and an ad measuring 4 by three and one-half inches to
run in each of the ten issues following acceptance of your
membership.

To apply for Commercial Membership in
First Montrose Commons, please contact Damon Vance,
Director of Membership, using the link at

http://firstmontrosecommons.com/officers
We also offer SINGLE -INSTANCE ADS , space-permitting,
at the following rates:
Business Card (2x3½ inches) – submitted as grayscale*
PDF at 300dpi resolution -$20.00
“Quarter-page” (4 x 3½ inches) – submitted as grayscale* PDF at 300dpi
resolution -$50.00
Contact Steve Longmire, Director of Communications at the above link.

* grayscale: NOT COLOR

next meeting

7:00 pm March 19
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Laura Mullen, Longtime Corporate Supporter of
FMC Renews Membership for 2013

NOW I S THE TIME TO REVIEW
YOUR PROPERTY VALUATION
DON’T BE SURPRISED BY
HIGH 2013 PROPERTY TAXES
E ACH YEAR THE H ARRIS C OUNTY A PPRAISAL D ISTRICT
ASSIGNS AN APPRAISED VALUE TO EVERY PARCEL OF PROPERTY
IN THE COUNTY.

T HIS DOES NOT MEAN THEY ACTUALLY

PHYSICALLY INSPECT AND APPRAISE YOUR PROPERTY; IT MEANS
THEY ASSIGN IT A VALUE .

They do this by looking at “comps” – other properties they
believe are similar in construction and location to yours, by
overall market trends in real estate, and by legislatively
imposed formulas that are supposed to limit annual increases in valuation to a reasonable amount. However, it’s a
very good idea to protest your valuation every year to be
sure that the appraisers have fairly valued it.
That’s where a pro like Laura Mullen comes in. She does all
the work to obtain the “comps” that HCAD used, she helps
you collect evidence to support your position, and she appears before the Appraisal Review Board for you, saving
valuable time and frustration. Laura has represented many
FMC property owners before the Review Board over the
years, and always charges a fair, flat rate, rather than a percentage as some others do.

Now is the time to call Laura and see what she can do to
help assure that your property is fairly valued. It’s just
good financial sense!
And, Thank you, Laura, for your continuing support of
First Montrose Commons!

What the Historic Pres ervation Ordinanc e Says About “Def erred Maintenanc e”
HISTORIC PRESERVATION ORD INANCE AS AMENDED 10/13/2010
Sec. 33-254. Demolition by neglect.
(a) The owner of a contributing structure located within
an historic district or of a protected landmark shall
not permit the contributing structure or protected
landmark to fall into a serious state of disrepair so
as to result in the deterioration of any exterior
architectural feature. An owner shall repair the
following when necessary:
(1) A deteriorated or inadequate foundation;
(2) Defective or deteriorated floor supports or floor supports that are insufficient to carry the loads imposed
with safety;
(3) Ceilings, roofs, ceiling or roof supports, or other horizontal members which sag, split, or buckle due to
defect or deterioration, or are insufficient to support
the loads imposed with safety;
(4) Fireplaces and chimneys which bulge, or settle due to
defect or deterioration, or are of insufficient size or
strength to carry the loads imposed with safety; and

(5) Deteriorated, crumbling, or loose exterior stucco,
mortar, or siding;
(b) The department shall investigate complaints regarding
deteriorated or poorly maintained contributing structures and may refer complaints to the appropriate city
department for investigation. If needed, the department
will notify the property owner of the findings of any investigation and repairs required to comply with this article. If repairs are required, the property owner must
develop a plan acceptable to the director to remedy the
contributing structure or protected landmark within a
specified amount of time, including plans to obtain any
required certificates of appropriateness and other city
permits. Failure to prepare a plan acceptable to the director or to comply with the provisions of an approved
plan shall be a violation of this article.

2013 FMC Membership Drive Now in Progress
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Security
Who To Call —
Emergency (threat to life or property)

911

Non-emergency crime (burglary, suspicious activity)
Neighborhood Protection (illegal dumping, etc.)
(website preferred)

713-884-3131
311
http://houston311.org

Would You Give Up
To Get New Streets & Sidewalks?
That’s all a one year membership in FMC costs!
Join Today – We’re
We re all counting on YOU!

March 2013

515 Sul Ross

Mark your calendar. FMC presents

April Foolishness!
Tuesday, April 9, 6:30 – 8:30pm
In the 700 Block of West Main
(between Stanford & Greeley)
Get your wildest, most original hat, and join
your neighbors for fun, frolics, games, & mirth
to celebrate the coming of Spring!
(More details at March’s FMC meeting)
next meeting

7:00 pm March 19
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by Tom McBrayer

January2013
LOCATION

CRIME

PREMISES

DATE
TIME

800
Richmond

Theft

Convenience
Store

12.11
10:00 am

4100
Roseland

Auto theft

Driveway

12.29
2:00 pm

400
Sul Ross

Theft

Driveway

01.03
7:00 pm

800
W Main

Theft

Street

01.05
Midnight

4000
Stanford

Burglary

High School

01.12
3:00 am

200
W Alabama

Theft

Apartment

01.27
2:00 am

4100
Stanford

Burglary

Residence

01.28
11:00 am

500
Branard

Theft

Driveway

01.29
Midnight

300
Branard

Theft

Apartment

01.29
11:00 am

Of the nine total crimes reported in January, two
actually occurred in December. The balance of
seven is one of the lowest months of reported
incidents we’ve noticed. But why are December
crimes reported in January? According to Officer
Wayne Pate, it’s usually because the crime was not
reported until January or, occasionally, because of
an error in reporting. Note also, the lack of violent
crimes – all were property crimes that month.
As we resume Daylight Saving Time in March, there
is traditionally an upswing in these crimes of
opportunity. While folks are outdoors enjoying the
extra hour of daylight, so are the criminals—but
they are using it to facilitate quick and easy thefts!
Keep your guard up and your goods secured!

You’ve noticed all the old apartment buildings that have gone down
on Richmond. The 1100 block, between Yoakum and Mt. Vernon is
slated to be another office building by John Hansen.
Hansen. This one will have
retail on the first floor as in a restaurant and maybe more.
There’s a new restaurant open on Westheimer at Taft. Called La Casa
del Caballo,
Caballo it’s in the old La Strada location and will feature premium
steaks along with Mexican style entrees. Open only for dinner (5-11)
now, lunch and Sunday brunch will be added later. The owner, Carlos
Abedrop also owns a restaurant in Saltillo, Mexico by the same name.
The City is restoring some of the shortened library hours at some
locations, but Freed-Montrose is not one of them. They are still
closed on Monday and open only four hours on Fridays.
Next door at Eatsie Boys,
Boys business is booming especially at lunchtime.
Monday thru Saturday 8:00 am to 10:00 pm, Sunday brunch 9:00 am to
3:00 pm.

Houston Center for Contemporary
Contempo rary Craft (Free)
Roughneck: A Juried Clayhouston Exhibition –Through March 31
Construction Solitude—A theatrical installation –Through May 5
Houston Museum of Natural Science
Gems of The Medici –Through March 31
Maya 2012: Prophecy Becomes History –Through March 31
Fabergé: A Brilliant Vision –Through December 31
Museum of Fine Arts
Portrait of Spain: Masterpieces from the Prado
Through March 31
Lost Treasure of the Jewish Ghetto of Venice –Through April 28
Princes and Paupers: The Art of Jacques Callot –Through May 5
Picasso Black & White –Through May 27
The al-Sabah Collection, Kuwait—Collections of Islamic art
(jewelry, glass, metalwork, paperwork) –Through January 24
The Menil Collection (Free)
Menil 25
The Progress of Love – Through March 17
Untitled (Structures): Leslie Hewitt in Collaboration with
Bradford Young –Through May 5
Contemporary Arts Museum
The Andy Monument — A sculpture in tribute to Pop artist
Andy Warhol –Through April 30
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-=- HSPVA B AND R EHEARSAL H ALL -=HAHC Meeting – 910 Bagby – 3:00pm
CofA’s and Demolition Hearing
DEADLINE for APRIL CofA applications!

Apr

April Foolishness Block Party
(No FMC Meeting in April)

Apr

HAHC Meeting – 910 Bagby – 3:00pm

9
18

estafeta®

FMC MEETING 7:00pm Sharp!

JAY S. GINSBURG, P.C.

MONTROSE COUNSELING CENTER

MULLEN CONSULTING, LLC

MELISSA NOBLE – STYLIST

ROBIN’S NEST

TONY’S TREE SERVICE

METEOR INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL

VIEBIG, MCCOMMON & ASSOC.

next meeting

7:00 pm March 19
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